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Group Training 
Solutions Made Easy!
• ONLINE or in-person
• Customizable 
• Easy remote access 
• From 5 to 5000
• CE hours available

www.pesirehab.com/inhouse

Live Webinar Schedule  
(Times listed in Pacific)

8:00 Program begins
11:50-1:00  Lunch Break
4:00 Program ends
There will be two 15-min breaks (mid-morning & mid-afternoon).
Actual lunch and break start times are at the discretion of the speaker.
A more detailed schedule is available upon request.

The “Big 3” of Executive Function (EF): Impulse 
Control, Working Memory and Flexible Thinking

Developmental processes to guide assessment 
and intervention 
Dysfunction patterns in ADHD, ASD, SPD, LD 
and mental health
Impact on behaviors, reading/writing 
performance, and self-regulation
Primitive brain vs. logical brain and their 
influence
Trauma and risk factors

Create Neuro Connections to Optimize EF 
Development 

Arousal states and opening the “window of 
opportunity for learning”
Vision and learning: Consequences for attention 
and EF
Seating postures and relationship to attention 
and self-regulation
Sleep and influence on learning, self-regulation, 
memory and attention

Assessment: From Essential Observations to 
Standardized Tools 

Easy to use process checklist to get to the core 
of EF needs
Connecting the “Big 3” to attention and learning 
space
Quick sleep tools to identify needs to maximize EF
Identify the 3As and how they fluctuate 
throughout the day
Video Case example: School-aged child with 
ADHD and SPD 

Skill-Building Strategies That Get Big Results!  
Classroom-friendly strategies to address sensory 
arousal
Self-talk process to promote metacognition, 
planning and self-management
Mnemonics, chunking and storytelling to 
enhance recall and retention of information
Systems-based approaches that help children 
manage materials
Quick tips for implementing elements of martial 
arts, physical activity and yoga
Video case examples: Effectively implement skill 
building strategies 

Power Driver Interventions That Take 
Performance to the Next Level!

Mindfulness: Metacognition in practice to WORK 
that memory techniques fail
Self-regulation strategies with the “POWER! 
Batteries”
The magic dust for building habits and routines
Fun games to for time management and 
organization skills
Brain hacks to increase mental shifting, enhance 
memory, and rev up learning
Use activity analysis of evidence-based 
approaches to encourage EF development 

Connecting the Dots to Create the Optimal 
Learning Landscape

Adaptive seating to promote learning and self-
regulation
Sleep strategies to share with parents
Positive reinforcement and systems thinking to 
promote organized habits 
Utilize daily observation charts and goal 
attainment scaling to meet goals
504 and IEP accommodation design strategies 
Video Case Examples: Implementing adaptation 
strategies 

Outline

1.  Utilize the developmental patterns for the three 
foundational components of executive function 
(EF) to create lens for assessment and intervention.

2.  Develop mindfulness, physical activity, positive 
reinforcement and environmental interventions 
and assign as homework, classwork and activities 
of daily living (ADLs) for children and adolescents.

3.  Investigate the neurological connections 
between attention, arousal, and memory that 
affect executive function performance in ADLs, 
academics and social participation.

4.  Conclude the relationship between postural 
control, attention, vision and executive functions 
as it relates to assessment and treatment planning.

5.  Determine the influence of sleep on executive 
function performance and the consequences of 
arousal challenges with sleep onset difficulties.

6.  Utilize goal attainment scaling as an intervention 
to improve client’s self-management skills, habit 
formation and routinization.

Objectives

Squeeze ball or Stress reliever
What You Should Have 

Next Level Executive 
Function Strategies  
Performance Improvement Solutions 
to Help Kids and Teens Get Organized, 

Manage Time and Complete Tasks 

Join us online, for this live training! 

A NoN-Profit orgANizAtioN CoNNeCtiNg KNowledge with Need SiNCe 1979

REGISTER NOW: pesirehab.com/webcast/84437

Live Interactive Webinar 
Friday, February 5, 2021

BONUS! – Registration includes FREE on-demand access for 3 months.

• Brain hacks to increase mental shifting, enhance 
memory, and rev up learning

• The magic dust for building habits and routines

• Quick observational tools, classroom-friendly 
strategies, and home recommendations to help 
struggling students meet their potential

• Connecting the dots to create the optimal  
learning landscape

Next Level Executive 
Function Strategies  
Performance Improvement Solutions 
to Help Kids and Teens Get Organized, 

Manage Time and Complete Tasks 

LIVE Interactive Webinar 
Friday, February 5, 2021

BONUS! – Registration includes FREE on-demand access for 3 months.   

REGISTER NOW: pesirehab.com/webcast/84437

FREE Bonus Offer!
Self-
Regulation & 
Mindfulness 
Worksheets
Access these practical  
and engaging printable tools at 
rehab.pesi.com/mindfulnessworksheets

Copyright 2017 © Varleisha Gibbs, Self-Regulation & Mindfulness All rights reserved.

PRE-ACTIVITY DISCUSSION POINTS

• Explain that we are amazing creatures. We can smell, see, hear, taste, touch, move,

and feel, both outside and inside of our bodies (heartbeat and breathing).

• Explain that those abilities are what we call senses.

• Tell the child that our bodies are like music: Everything works together to create

something beautiful.
• Present each item, and ask them to identify the sense being used.

POST-ACTIVITY DISCUSSION POINTS

• Smell: What sense was that for? What did you smell? Did you like the smell?

• Touch: What sense was that for? Did you like the feeling of what you touched?

• Sight: What sense was that for? What did you see?

• Sound: What sense was that for? Did you like what you heard?

• Taste: What sense was that for? Did you like how that tasted? Did you like how it made

your mouth feel?• The inside senses (internal senses): What sense is that for? How did it make your insides

feel?
• Joints and muscles: What sense was that for? How did it make your arms and hands feel?

• Body moving: What sense was that for? How do you feel after moving?

• Praxis (ideas, planning, execution): Have child place pictures in order on page 34.

Discuss how they did with either placing the pictures in order or following instructions

for pantomime or dance.

Copyright 2017 © Varleisha Gibbs, Self-Regulation & Mindfulness All rights reserved.

OUR SENSES

ACTIVITY LEVEL

• Foundational level and higher

ACTIVITY AIM

• Teach children about the nine senses

YOU WILL NEED

• Small containers, such as baby food jars or sandwich bags• Something for the:
- Nose (flowers, potpourri, or cotton balls with dipped in essential oils) placed ina container

- Skin (jelly, lotion, powder) placed in a container
- Eyes (water and glitter or sand) placed in a container- Ears (bubble wrap, beans, or beads) placed in a container- Tongue (candy, salt, lemon) placed in a container
- Insides (internal organs) (a straw to blow bubbles in a glass of water or inflate asandwich bag)
- Joints and muscles (a small, heavy object, such as a weight or a bag filled with beansor sand)

- Body moving (instructions to nod “yes” and “no” or play “Simon Says”)- Praxis (ideas, planning, execution) (the printouts for the child to place in order;instructions to create and perform a short pantomime or dance)• Provided printouts
• Crayons or pencils

DIRECTIONS

1. Follow the Pre-Activity Discussion Points. If the child has difficulty with listening andunderstanding the content, move on to simply presenting the items, allowing them toexperience each one regardless of their ability to discuss.
2. Present the items in the list.
3. After each item is presented, use the specific post-activity discussion point.4. Have the child fill in the sense chart, if appropriate.

Exercises for Sensory Processing Disorder, 
ADHD, & Autism Spectrum Disorder

Self-Regulation
& Mindfulness
Worksheets
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For all credit approvals and details, visit: www.pesirehab.com/webcast/84437

ADA NEEDS
We would be happy to accommodate your ADA needs; Please notify 
us at time of registration. 

QUESTIONS
Visit pesirehab.com/faq or contact us at pesirehab.com/info

TAXES AND SHIPPING
Taxes and shipping apply where applicable, see website 
for details

OTHER WAYS TO REGISTER
Phone: 800-844-8260
Fax:  800-554-9775 
Mail: PESI Rehab 
 PO Box 1000 
 Eau Claire, WI 54702-1000
* If mailing/faxing registration, find form at  
www.pesi.com/form or call 800-844-8260

Register Online at:  pesirehab.com/webcast/84437

Target Audience: 
Occupational Therapists • Occupational Therapy Assistants • Physical Therapists 

Physical Therapist Assistants • Speech Language Pathologists • SPED Teachers and Staff 
GEN ED Teachers and Staff • Counselors • Social Workers • Psychologists 

School Administrators

SIGN UP-TODAY!
Choose your Learning Experience!

PESI offers multiple formats to fit your CE needs

Live Interactive Webinar (Option 1)
February 5, 2021  PWZ84436
$219.99 tuition
8am Pacific time
Live Webinar Experience:

• Participate live in real-time while connecting and collaborating with peers
• Ask the presenter your questions
• Earn a live CE certificate

FREE BONUS: Replay on-demand access for 90-days after webinar 
*Live CE is only available when viewed live

Get a Group Discount! Contact us at pesirehab.com/info to save for groups of 5 or more

On-Demand Digital Seminar (Option 2)
$219.99  POS063595  
Digital Seminar Experience:

• Learn at your own pace with 24/7 access from your PESI account
• Access to the program materials
• Enjoy lifetime on-demand access 
• Earn a self-study CE certificate 

CE hours and approvals may vary from live event. Visit pesirehab.com or call 800-844-8260 to check for availability. 

DVD (Option 3)
$219.99  RNV063595
DVD Experience:

• Self-study CE certificate available  
CE hours, approvals and cost of CE Certificates may vary from live event.  Visit pesirehab.com or call 800-844-8260 to 
check for availability and pricing

PESI Offers Group Discounts! 
To save on groups of 5 or more, contact us at pesirehab.com/info!

CE CREDITS AVAILABLE FOR LIVE WEBINAR  
This continuing education activity is 
designed to meet state board requirements 
for the following professionals: Counselors, 
Educators, Marriage and Family Therapists, 
Occupational Therapists, Occupational 
Therapy Assistants, Psychologists, Social 
Workers, Speech-Language Pathologists

For specific credit approvals and details, visit  
pesirehab.com/webcast/84437

National CE Credit Approvals For Live Webinar 
Credits listed are for full attendance at the live webcast only. The 
CE certificate can be downloaded/printed after completing the 
webcast and passing the online post-test evaluation (80% passing 
score). Please see schedule for full attendance start and end 
times. NOTE: Boards do not allow credit for breaks or lunch.

PESI, Inc. is an AOTA Approved Provider of 
continuing education. Provider #: 3322. Full 
attendance at this course qualifies for 6.0 

contact hours or .6 CEUs in the Category of Domain of OT and Occupational 
Therapy Process. Partial credit will be issued for partial attendance. 
The assignment of AOTA CEUs does not imply endorsement of specific 
course content, products, or clinical procedures by AOTA. Course Level: 
Intermediate.

PESI, Inc., #1062, is approved to offer social work continuing 
education by the Association of Social Work Boards 
(ASWB) Approved Continuing Education (ACE) program. 

Organizations, not individual courses, are approved as ACE providers. State 
and provincial regulatory boards have the final authority to determine 
whether an individual course may be accepted for continuing education 
credit. PESI, Inc. maintains responsibility for this course. ACE provider 
approval period: January 27, 2020 - January 27, 2023. Social Workers 
completing this course receive 6.25 Clinical Practice continuing education 
credits. Course Level: Intermediate. Full attendance is required; no partial 
credits will be offered for partial attendance. A certificate of attendance will 
be awarded at the end of the program to social workers who complete the 
program evaluation.

This course is offered for .6 ASHA CEUs (Intermediate level, Professional area).

** Please note that Speech-Language Pathologists must complete the post-test 
and evaluation within two weeks of attending the live event if they would like 
their participation submitted to the ASHA CE Registry. Detailed instructions will 
be provided the day of the program under the Handouts section of the online 
program.

Self-study credit: To check availability for your profession, go to 
pesirehab.com or call 800-844-8260 with your licensing board to 
verify acceptance of self-study credit for license renewal.

*Content and materials in this course may include interventions and 
modalities that are beyond the authorized practice of your profession. 
As a licensed professional, you are responsible for reviewing the scope 
of practice, including activities that are defined in law as beyond the 
boundaries of practice in accordance with and in compliance with your 
profession’s standards. 

PESI, Inc. offers continuing education programs and products under the 
brand names PESI, PESI Healthcare, PESI Kids, PESI Rehab and Psychotherapy 
Networker.

Earn up to  
6.25 CE  
Hours for one  

low price!

Questions?   
Visit our FAQ page at pesirehab.com/faq or contact us at pesirehab.com/info. 

Have a seminar idea? A manuscript to publish? The nation’s top speakers and authors 
contact PESI first. If you are interested in becoming a speaker or have a new topic idea, 
please contact Cyndi Postlewaite at cpostlewaite@pesi.com or call 715-855-5253.

Risk Free Purchase! PESI stands by our trainings  
and we have a 100% satisfaction guarantee. If you are  
not satisfied, please contact our customer service team  
at www.pesirehab.com/info or 800-844-8260 and we will 
make it right.
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Recommended Reading:

* Discount Included with purchase of the Webinar

70 Play Activities for Better 
Thinking, Self-Regulation, 
Learning & Behavior
Lynne Kenney, Psy.D. &  
Rebecca Comizio, MA,MA-Ed, NCSP

$26.99  $19.99*
PUB084495

ADHD, Executive Function & 
Behavioral Challenges in the 
Classroom
Cindy Goldrich, M.ED., ACAC &  
Carly Goldrich, BS, ED

$29.99  $22.99*
PUB086045

©2020

Nicole R. Quint, Dr.OT, OTR/L, is a licensed occupational therapist with more than 15 years 
of experience specializing in working with children and adolescents struggling with executive functioning 
skills, sensory processing, behavior and social emotional learning.  Her clinical practice includes work in the 
hospital, home health, outpatient, and school-based settings. An associate professor at Nova Southeastern 
University’s Department of Occupational Therapy, Dr. Quint provides instruction in both the masters 
and doctoral programs since 2009.  She provides consulting services specific to advocacy in the schools, 
organizational conflict assessments, leadership, program development and evaluation, as well as innovative 
practice development. Her research focus includes adults with sensory processing disorder, autism and 
vision, and sensory-based interventions.
Dr. Quint has developed programs to promote sensory processing as a foundation for learning, social 
emotional learning and development to promote performance in all areas. She has an expansive presence 
in local, state and national conference platforms, including Region 7 South Occupational Therapy Group; 
Florida Occupational Therapy Association (FOTA); American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA); 
Section on Pediatrics Annual Conference; Academy of Pediatric Physical Therapy Annual Conference (SoPAC, 
APPTA); as well as presenting at the Canadian Occupational Therapy Association Conference in 2018. 
Dr. Quint heads the Making Sense of SPD Parent Support Group in Davie, FL, which works toward 
education, advocacy, and support for families living with SPD.  She is the co-creator of It Just Makes Sense, 
a grant-funded professional development program for the occupational and physical therapists working in 
Broward County Public Schools, the sixth largest school district in the nation.  Dr. Quint is completing her 
PhD in conflict analysis and resolution, focusing on conflict related to disabilities and systems, including 
special education, legal systems, and health care. 
Speaker Disclosures: 
Financial:  Nicole Quint is an associate professor at Nova Southwestern University.  She is a speaker who receives an honorarium for PESI, Inc.  
Non-financial: Nicole Quint is a member of the American Occupational Therapy Association; Florida Occupational Therapy Association; and 
the Caribbean Occupational Therapy Association.

Meet Your Speaker

Attend this experiential program and learn evidence-based cognitive, physical and 
environmental strategies to help kids and teens take their Executive Function (EF) skills to the 
next level! 

Easily integrated into any classroom, clinic, or home, these strategies promote self-regulation 
to allow students to attend and recall what they are learning, and then to be able to expand 
into higher level executive functions throughout the day. Most importantly, you will learn 
how to use goal attainment scaling to take your performance building strategies to build 
habits and routines—the key to independence and success! 

You will learn proven skill-building and power driver interventions that are quick, 
individualized, and easy to use! Leave the day being able to implement:

• A model of impulse control, working memory and flexible thinking as a lens for quick EF 
assessment and intervention 

• Classroom-friendly strategies to address sensory arousal and attention to build self-
regulation 

• Performance focused interventions to promote organization, time management, and 
task completion

• Brain-based techniques to increase mental shifting, enhance memory, and rev up 
learning

• Strategies for sensory processing, arousal states, mindfulness and sleep to enhance 
recall, and increase retention of information

• Techniques to increase self-awareness, self-monitoring and problem-solving skills
• Environmental strategies to create an optimal learning landscape

This program will teach you a collaborative method of skill to performance building 
approaches, as well as adaptive and compensatory strategies as a “1-2 punch” to help 
kids and teens be proactive, socially and academically successful, with an end goal of 
independence! Your competence will translate to their confidence! REGISTER NOW!

Next Level Executive Function Strategies 
Performance Improvement Solutions to Help Kids and Teens Get Organized, Manage Time and Complete Tasks 

■  ■  $20.00 IL ISBE Certificate Processing Fee
       For more information on this fee contact cepesi@pesi.com


